The Mighty Workhorse
Author Name – Angela Adams aadams@nps.k12.va.us Jacox Elementary School
Target Grade/Subject – 5th Grade Writing and Social Studies
Duration – Three one-hour class sessions. (Students will also need additional time to
complete their journals.)
Lesson Overview
Journal writing is a tool that encourages children to “write to learn” where they are engaged in
their learning and can reflect on their thinking. Journaling provides the opportunity to describe
ideas and feelings, uses words and expressions that they have learned, and describe events
that happen to them or about interesting people and places. Through this series of lessons
that provide an overview of tugboat careers, vocabulary, and Great Lakes mapping skills,
students will be given the opportunity to write about topics related to operating a tugboat on the
Great Lakes. Interactive lessons are designed to connect information that is introduced to
information about things that they already know. Students are given the opportunity to imagine
and express topics of personal interest.
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Learning Objectives
At the end of this lesson,
1. Students will be able to identify and describe key tugboat crew careers and tugboat
maritime terms.
2. Students will be able to organize, and classify information related to Great Lakes shipping
ports and products.
3. Students will interpret and analyze navigation route maps for the Great Lakes shipping
industry.

4. Students will be able to create seven journal entries that integrate Great Lakes shipping
ports, products, navigation routes, tugboat crew careers, use of appropriate descriptive
vocabulary, and written expression.
Virginia Standards of Learning (SOLs)
Social Studies
Standard 3.6 The student will read and construct maps, tables, graphs, and/or charts. This
Social Studies standard is reviewed from a previous year. Students show understanding by
making and explaining bar and pie graphs, drawing maps of familiar areas, and constructing
and explaining simple charts or areas.
English
At the fifth-grade level, students will continue to grow as writers, experimenting with new
modes and purposes. They will spend more time on revising and editing their work as they
gain greater understanding of written expression. Precise and descriptive vocabulary and
varied sentence structure will become important tools for creating tone and voice within a text.
Students will be expected to have greater control over the conventions of writing, including
sentence formation, grammar, capitalization, spelling, and punctuation.
Standard 5.8 The student will write for a variety of purposes: to describe, to inform, to
entertain, and to explain.
a) Choose planning strategies for various writing purposes.
b) Organize information.
c) Demonstrate awareness of intended audience.
d) Use precise and descriptive vocabulary to create tone and voice.
e) Vary sentence structure.
To be successful with this standard, students are expected to apply knowledge of the writing
domains of composing, written expression, and usage/mechanics, create a plan, and organize
thoughts before writing, focus, organize, and elaborate to construct an effective message for
the reader, purposefully shape and control language to demonstrate an awareness of the
intended audience, select specific information to guide readers more purposefully through the
piece, choose precise descriptive vocabulary and information to create tone and voice, include
sentences of various lengths and beginnings to create a pleasant, informal rhythm.
Materials Needed
Per Student
Session 1
“Tugboats in Action” book – one copy for the class
Spiral Notebook or Folder – The Mighty Workhorse
Pencil
“Tugboat Vocabulary Terms” handout
“The Tugboat’s Crew” handout
Powerpoint presentation of the John Purves tugboat – one copy per class
“I Have…Who Has” game – one copy per group
Session 2
Great Lakes Shipping Map – one per group
“Map Skills Review Activity” handout

“Great Lakes Shipping Activity” handout
Four major routes and loading ports maps (iron ore, limestone, western coal and eastern coal)
and symbols for products – one set per group
Session 3
“Tugboats” by Robert Maas – one copy per class
Chart Paper; Markers
Pencils
“The Mighty Workhorse” journal
New Vocabulary :
(From “Tugboats in Action” by Timothy R. Burke)
Barge – a simple, unpowered vessel which must be towed
Below – a shortened term for “below decks” which means any space below the deck
Bow – the front of a vessel
Bridge tender – the person in charge of a lift bridge
Current – the flow of water in a certain direction
Deck – the watertight floor that covers the hull
Deckhand – the person who handles lines aboard a vessel and helps with maintenance
Dock – the place where a vessel stays while loading, unloading, or waiting for work
Engine room – the space on a vessel that contains the main engine and many other important
pieces of equipment
Ferryboat - vessel that carries people and automobiles short distances
Full ahead – the most powerful position on a vessel’s engine; other positions are stop, onequarter, one half, and three quarters
Grain elevator – a building where millions of bushels of grain, such as wheat and oats, are
kept in in tall, cylindrical bins
Hatch – an opening through the main deck that leads to the hold
Hatchcover – a large lid that covers a hatch, keeping the ship watertight and the cargo dry
Hawser – a heavy rope used to tow a ship or moor a tug
Heaving line – a light, easily thrown rope by which a heavier line can be passed from one
location to another
Hold – a large inner compartment that contains the ship’s cargo
Horsepower – a unit of work roughly equal to the force that one horse can exert in pulling
Hull – the main watertight part of a vessel
Life jacket – a buoyant vest worn to keep a person’s head above water if he or she should fall
overboard
Life ring – a buoyant ring that can be thrown to someone who has fallen in the water
Lift bridge – a bridge whose main part can be raised to let water traffic pass beneath it
Moor – to fasten a vessel to its dock; sometimes referred to anchoring a vessel
Mooring cables – heavy wire ropes used to moor a vessel; mooring cables are attached to a
ship through a winch
Pilothouse – a high, above deck structure with many windows; the captain navigates from this
location
Propeller – the underwater “wheel” with specially shaped blades that moves a vessel when
turned by the engine
Radio – a two-way wireless voice communication system that is used between vessels or
ship-to-shore
Sail – to navigate a vessel by motor or by wind power

Stern – the rear of a vessel
Tank barge – a barge with tanks inside, used to carry liquid cargoes
Telegraph – the device that controls the engine; makes a vessel go fast or slow
Tiller – the handle or lever that is used to steer a vessel
Tow – to push or pull a vessel; also used to name the vessel that a tug is towing
Towline – a special howser used only for towing
“up against” – a term used to indicate that a ship’s side is against a dock
Vessel – a general term for almost any type of watercraft
Winch – a power driven spool that holds mooring cable

Focus Question(s)
What jobs do Great Lakes tugboats do?
What kind of shipping occurs on the Great Lakes?
If I was a crew member on a Great Lakes tugboat, what would my life be like?
Classroom or Field Activities
Day 1
Focus Question: What jobs do Great Lakes tugboats do?
1. The teacher will begin this lesson by reading the book, “Tugboats in Action” by Timothy R.
Burke. This book describes types of Great Lake tugboats, illustrates the work that tugboats
do, and provides detailed descriptions of the key jobs of crew members on tugboats.
Students will receive a folder or spiral notebook which will be used for their journal, “The
Mighty Workhorse.” Students can write their name and title on their folder or spiral
notebook.
2. Teacher will provide students with handout, “Tugboat Vocabulary Terms” and ask
questions to prompt discussions related to sights, sounds, crew tasks, and dangers of
operating tugboats. Other discussions must relate to the products shipped on the Great
Lakes and use of appropriate vocabulary terms related to operating a tugboat. Examples
include: Describe the jobs that tugboats do? What are the responsibilities of the tugboat
captain, engineer and deckhand? What kinds of products are shipped on the Great Lakes?
Why is it important for a tugboat to work alongside of a large freighter? Describe sights,
sounds, and smells found on a tugboat. Teacher will place students in groups of 4 and ask
them to complete the activity, “The Tugboat’s Crew.” Students will work in groups to share
ideas, but will each submit an activity sheet at the end of the lesson. The “Tugboat
Vocabulary Terms” and “The Tugboat’s Crew” sheets should be included in “The Mighty
Workhorse” journal.
3. Teacher will show powerpoint presentation of the John Purves tugboat located at the Door
County Maritime Museum in Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. (This presentation was created by
Angela Adams.)
4. Students will share responses from their activity worksheet. Each crew member’s job
description should be discussed (e.g., captain, engineer, deckhand)
5. Students will continue work in their assigned groups and play a game, “I Have…Who
Has…?” Copy the vocabulary cards provided with this lesson on card stock, and cut them
out. Each group of students evenly distributes cards within the group. The student who
has the card, “I have START” begins the game. This student reads the “I have START…
Who Has…?” question on his/her card. The student who has the playing card with the

answer to the vocabulary question reads the answer and then reads the next vocabulary
question. Students continue until the last card, “I have END” is read. Students can refer to
their “Tugboat Vocabulary Terms” sheet and this game can be repeated throughout lessons
to reinforce maritime vocabulary terms.
6. Students will volunteer to discuss what they learned during this activity. Focus of
discussions should be on career descriptions and vocabulary.
Day 2
Focus Question: What kind of shipping occurs on the Great Lakes?
1. This session focuses on mapping and navigation skills. Place students in groups of four
and provide each group with a Great Lakes Shipping Map. This map can be enlarged and
laminated for future use.
2. Provide each student with a Map Skills Review Activity sheet and a Great Lakes Shipping
Activity sheet. Students may work in groups to complete the activity sheets. Teacher will
provide guidance as needed.
3. Teacher will provide each group of students with the Great Lakes Shipping Map, the four
major routes and loading ports maps (iron ore, limestone, western coal and eastern coal),
and symbols for products. These items can be laminated for future use. Teacher will ask
the questions that are shown in the right hand column on the Great Lakes Navigation
Activity pages included in this lesson. Teacher will guide students through this navigation
activity.
4. Groups of students will share what they have learned through participation in this activity.
Student discussions should focus on shipping ports, products, and navigation details.
Students will place their Map Skills Review sheet and Great Lakes Shipping Activity sheet
in their Mighty Workhorse journal.
Day 3
Focus Question: If I was a crew member on a Great Lakes tugboat, what would my life be
like?
1. This session focuses on mapping and navigation skills. Place students in groups of four
and provide each group with a Great Lakes Shipping Map. write seven entries in their
journal documenting their life on a Great Lakes tugboat. The teacher will explain that
students will pretend that they are a crew member on a Great Lakes tugboat. As a crew
member, the tugboat has left port for two weeks. Each student will create a journal tracking
the ports, products, and day’s events as a crew member on their tugboat. Each student
must submit a journal that contains at minimum seven journal entries that document their
experiences on the tugboat.
2. Teacher will read the book, “Tugboats” by Robert Maass. After reading the book, teacher
will use chart paper to model a journal entry with input from students. The journal entry
model will contain the following:
Split page method of writing where the column on the left records the day’s events and
the column on the right provides space to write personal reflection, questions, or points
to elaborate.
3. Students must provide descriptive details including the name of the Great Lakes port(s),
name of the freighter(s), product(s), weather conditions, and details about the occurrences
of the day. Draw on creative descriptive details provided in “Tugboats” by Robert Maas
and previous material. Note: If you think that students may experience a difficult time
providing descriptive details, select additional videos from local resources including teacher
access to Discovery channel videos or other library books.

4. Teacher will record the following suggestions on a second page of chart paper. Journal
Entry Suggestions:
 Date and journal entry
 Drawings and diagrams
 Vocabulary terms
 Questions to explore in other journal entries
 Social Studies/science facts that might be included in other journal entries
 Problems or consequences (i.e., weather, mechanical problems) that may occur in
current or future entries
 Personal issues faced by crew members as they are away from home and/or learn to
get along with other crew members
Teacher will give students a copy of the assessment tool for grading their project. This
should be included in their journals.
5. Students will be provided pencils to record their first journal entry.
6. Students will volunteer to read their journal entries.
Note: Time for subsequent journal entries will be provided at the discretion of the teacher. Students
must submit at minimum seven journal entries that span a two week time period as a crew member
aboard a tugboat.

The Tugboat’s Crew (5 points)
Name: _____________________________________________ Date:
__________________________
What is the tugboat
job title?

What does this crew member do?

Which job would you like to have? Tell why.
_____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_____________________

Tugboat Vocabulary Terms from “Tugboats in Action” by Timothy R. Burke
Barge – a simple, unpowered vessel which must be towed
Below – a shortened term for “below decks” which means any space below the deck
Bow – the front of a vessel
Bridge tender – the person in charge of a lift bridge
Current – the flow of water in a certain direction
Deck – the watertight floor that covers the hull
Deckhand – the person who handles lines aboard a vessel and helps with maintenance
Dock – the place where a vessel stays while loading, unloading, or waiting for work
Engine room – the space on a vessel that contains the main engine and many other important pieces
of equipment
Ferryboat - vessel that carries people and automobiles short distances
Full ahead – the most powerful position on a vessel’s engine; other positions are stop, one-quarter,
one half, and three quarters
Grain elevator – a building where millions of bushels of grain, such as wheat and oats, are kept in in
tall, cylindrical bins
Hatch – an opening through the main deck that leads to the hold
Hatchcover – a large lid that covers a hatch, keeping the ship watertight and the cargo dry
Hawser – a heavy rope used to tow a ship or moor a tug
Heaving line – a light, easily thrown rope by which a heavier line can be passed from one location to
another
Hold – a large inner compartment that contains the ship’s cargo
Horsepower – a unit of work roughly equal to the force that one horse can exert in pulling
Hull – the main watertight part of a vessel
Life jacket – a buoyant vest worn to keep a person’s head above water if he or she should fall
overboard
Life ring – a buoyant ring that can be thrown to someone who has fallen in the water
Lift bridge – a bridge whose main part can be raised to let water traffic pass beneath it
Moor – to fasten a vessel to its dock; sometimes referred to anchoring a vessel
Mooring cables – heavy wire ropes used to moor a vessel; mooring cables are attached to a ship
through a winch
Pilothouse – a high, above deck structure with many windows; the captain navigates from this location
Propeller – the underwater “wheel” with specially shaped blades that moves a vessel when turned by
the engine
Radio – a two-way wireless voice communication system that is used between vessels or ship-to-shore
Sail – to navigate a vessel by motor or by wind power
Stern – the rear of a vessel
Tank barge – a barge with tanks inside, used to carry liquid cargoes
Telegraph – the device that controls the engine; makes a vessel go fast or slow
Tiller – the handle or lever that is used to steer a vessel
Tow – to push or pull a vessel; also used to name the vessel that a tug is towing
Towline – a special howser used only for towing
“up against” – a term used to indicate that a ship’s side is against a dock
Vessel – a general term for almost any type of watercraft
Winch – a power driven spool that holds mooring cable

I have START.
Who has a simple,
unpowered vessel that
must be towed.

I have barge.
Who has a buoyant vest
worn to keep a person’s
head above water if he or
she should fall overboard?
I have hull.

I have life jacket.
Who has a bridge whose
Who has the main
main part can be raised to
watertight part of a vessel?
let water traffic pass
beneath it?
I have hatch.
I have lift bridge.
Who has the space on a
vessel that contains the
main engine and many
other important pieces of
equipment?
I have engine room.
Who has a buoyant ring
that can be thrown to
someone who has fallen in
the water?

Who has to navigate a
vessel by motor or by wind
power?

I have horsepower.
Who has a term used to
indicate that a ship’s side
is against a dock?

I have life ring.

I have sail.

Who has a shortened term
for “below decks” which
means any space below
the deck?

Who has a vessel that
carries people and
automobiles short
distances?

I have below.

I have “up against”.

Who has a two-way
wireless voice
communication system
that is used between
vessels or ship-to-shore?

Who has heavy wire ropes
used to moor a vessel;
mooring cables are
attached to a ship through
a winch?

I have radio.

I have mooring cables.

Who has a heavy rope
Who has a large lid that
used to tow a ship or moor covers a hatch, keeping the
a tug?
ship watertight and the
cargo dry?
I have ferryboat.
I have hawser.
Who has the front of a
vessel?

Who has a light, easily
thrown rope by which a
heavier line can be passed
from one location to
another?

I have bow.
Who has a general term for
almost any type of
watercraft?

I have vessel.
Who has the flow of water
in a certain direction?

I have current.
Who has the device that
controls the engine and
makes a vessel go fast or
slow?

I have hatchcover.
Who has a special howser
used only for towing?

I have towline.
Who has an opening
through the main deck that
leads to the hold?

I have heaving line.
Who has a power driven
spool that holds mooring
cable?

I have telegraph.
Who has the most powerful
position on a vessel’s
engine where other
positions are stop, onequarter, one half, and three
quarters?

I have winch.
Who has the watertight
floor that covers the hull?

I have full ahead.
I have deck.
Who has a high, above
deck structure with many
windows; the captain
navigates from this
location?

Who has the handle or lever
that is used to steer a
vessel?

I have pilothouse.

I have tiller.

Who has the person who
handles lines aboard a
vessel and helps with
maintenance?

Who has a building where
millions of bushels of
grain, such as wheat and
oats, are kept in in tall,
cylindrical bins?
I have grain elevator.

I have tow.
Who has the rear of a
vessel?

I have deckhand.

Who has the underwater
“wheel” with specially
shaped blades that moves
a vessel when turned by
the engine?
I have propeller.

Who has the place where a
Who has a large inner
vessel stays while loading,
compartment that contains
unloading, or waiting for
the ship’s cargo?
work?

I have moor.

I have dock.

Who has to push or pull a
Who has a barge with tanks
vessel; also used to name
inside, used to carry liquid
the vessel that a tug is
cargoes?
towing?
I have hold.

I have tank barge.

Who has to fasten a vessel
Who has a unit of work
to its dock; sometimes
roughly equal to the force
referred to anchoring a
that one horse can exert in
vessel?
pulling?

I have stern.
Who has the person in
charge of a lift bridge?

I have bridge tender.
I have END.

Great Lakes Shipping Map

Draw a compass rose and label the
cardinal and intermediate directions.

US Army Corps of Engineers, Detroit District website
http://www.lre.usace.army.mil/_storage/Pages/1721/seaway(SLSMC).jpg

Map Skills Review Activity
Name: _______________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________

Matching Map Terms: Match the map terms on the left with the definitions on the right. (24 points)
Map Term

Definition

_____ human features

1. created by nature; also called natural resources; such as mountains

_____ absolute location

2. the ways that people, communities or countries use resources to meet their needs

_____ inset map

3. a smaller part of a larger map

_____ economy

4. created by people; such as buildings

_____ physical features

5. the subject of a map

_____ compass rose

6. explains the symbols on a map; also called a “legend”

_____ map title

7. the location of a place in relation to another place; such as south or downhill

_____ map scale

8. areas where features make them different from other areas

_____ grid

9. the exact position of an object or place on the Earth

_____ map key

10. a marker with cardinal and intermediate directions

_____ regions

11. a pattern of squares with north-south and east-west

_____ relative location

12. the distance on a map to the distance in the real world

Great Lakes Shipping Activity
Name: _______________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________

Questions: Use the Great Lakes Shipping Map to answer each of the following questions. (26 points)
1. Draw a compass rose in the box on the Great Lakes map and label the cardinal and intermediate directions.
2. Write two cardinal directions. __________ __________
3. Write two intermediate directions. __________ ___________
4. What lock is located between Lake Superior and Lake Huron. __________
5. What side of the lake is Milwaukee located? __________
6. What lake is located north of Burns Harbor? __________
7. How many Canadian locks are shown? __________
8. Name a city that is farthest east on Lake Erie. __________
9. What direction are you going if you sail from Oswego to Toronto? __________
10. On what lake would you find the port of Goderich? __________
11. What is the most northern port shown on the map of the five Great Lakes? __________
12. Is the port of Monroe east or west of Chicago? __________

Map Skills Review Activity (Answer Key)
Name: _______________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________

Matching Map Terms: Match the map terms on the left with the definitions on the right. (24 points)
Map Term

Definition

4

human features

1. created by nature; also called natural resources; such as mountains

9

absolute location

2. the ways that people, communities or countries use resources to meet their needs

3

inset map

3. a smaller part of a larger map

2

economy

4. created by people; such as buildings

1

physical features

5. the subject of a map

10

compass rose

6. explains the symbols on a map; also called a “legend”

5

map title

7. the location of a place in relation to another place; such as south or downhill

12

map scale

8. areas where features make them different from other areas

11

grid

9. the exact position of an object or place on the Earth

6

map key

10. a marker with cardinal and intermediate directions

8

regions

11. a pattern of squares with north-south and east-west

7

relative location

12. the distance on a map to the distance in the real world

Great Lakes Shipping Activity (Key)
Name: _______________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________

Questions: Use the Great Lakes Shipping Map to answer each of the following questions. (26 points)
13. Draw a compass rose in the box on the Great Lakes map and label the cardinal and intermediate directions.
14. Write two cardinal directions. __________ __________ (N, S, E, W
15. Write two intermediate directions. __________ ___________ (NE, SE, NW, SW)
16. What lock is located between Lake Superior and Lake Huron. __________ (Soo Locks)
17. What side of the lake is Milwaukee located? __________ (West)
18. What lake is located north of Burns Harbor? __________ (Lake Michigan)
19. How many Canadian locks are shown? __________ (6)
20. Name a city that is farthest east on Lake Erie. __________ (Buffalo)
21. What direction are you going if you sail from Oswego to Toronto? __________ (West)
22. On what lake would you find the port of Goderich? __________ (Lake Huron)
23. What is the most northern port shown on the map of the five Great Lakes? __________ (Thunder Bay)
24. Is the port of Monroe east or west of Chicago? __________ (East)

Great Lakes Navigation Activity
Directions: Using the Great Lakes Shipping Map, the four route and loading ports product maps, and symbols for products,
ask the questions that are shown in the right column to guide students through this navigation activity.
(from http://www.lre.usace.army.mil/_kd/Items/actions.cfm?action=Show&item_id=7548&destination=ShowItem)

Find the picture that shows iron ore. Place the iron ore
symbol on the port of Duluth. Take your shipment of iron ore
through the Soo Locks to the southernmost port on Lake
Michigan. What is the receiving port for your iron ore
shipment?
Burns Harbor, Indiana

Find the picture that shows limestone. Place the limestone
symbol on the port of Toledo. This shipment of limestone is
destined for ports beyond the St. Lawrence Seaway. What
Lake does the shipment originate? Lake Erie Name a port
that it will pass after it clears the St. Lawrence Seaway locks.
Students can identify any port between Sorel and Sept Iles

Find the picture of the eastern coal worker. Place the eastern
coal worker’s shipment of coal in the Cleveland port. This
shipment will travel north west and then south. It will not
pass through any locks. What could be its final destination?
The port of Milwaukee

Find the nugget of western coal. This coal shipment begins
its journey on the largest port on Lake Superior located to the
farthest west. This shipment is expected in Monroe where
other means of transportation will pick it up and deliver it to
its final destination. Describe the pathway it will take on the
Great Lakes. East across lake Superior, through the Soo
Locks, southeast through Lake Huron to the port of Monroe.
What method of transportation will most likely pick it up at
the port of Monroe? Railway

Assessment
Students are assessed based on state standards and learning objectives addressed.
This project has two main components with a total value of 100 points.
The Mighty Workhorse Grade Sheet
Name ______________________________________ Date: ________________
SOL
Map Skills
Virginia SOLs
Social Studies
3.6
Mighty
Workhorse
Journal
Virginia SOLs
Social Studies
3.6
English
5.8 a, b, c, d,
e
Total Points

Activity
Map Skills Review (24 points)
Great Lakes Shipping (26 points)

Grade

Great Lakes Mapping/Shipping Skills (10 points)
Planning and Organization (10 points)
Written Expression* (10 points)
(*Must include personal observations, questions,
speculations and predictions, development of selfawareness, and connections to new information presented
in the lessons.)

Use of Vocabulary (10 points)
Sentence Structure (10 points)
100

Social Studies
Standard 3.6 The student will read and construct maps, tables, graphs, and/or
charts. This Social Studies standard is reviewed from a previous year. Students
show understanding by making and explaining bar and pie graphs, drawing maps of
familiar areas, and constructing and explaining simple charts or areas.
English
At the fifth-grade level, students will continue to grow as writers, experimenting with
new modes and purposes. They will spend more time on revising and editing their
work as they gain greater understanding of written expression. Precise and
descriptive vocabulary and varied sentence structure will become important tools for
creating tone and voice within a text. Students will be expected to have greater
control over the conventions of writing, including sentence formation, grammar,
capitalization, spelling, and punctuation.
Standard 5.8 The student will write for a variety of purposes: to describe, to inform,
to entertain, and to explain.
a) Choose planning strategies for various writing purposes.
b) Organize information.
c) Demonstrate awareness of intended audience.
d) Use precise and descriptive vocabulary to create tone and voice.
e) Vary sentence structure.

